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into the lot right at opening time, four other people were already walking to the door, and 
two reasonably respectable bikers had just pulled in before me.  I could only see that as 
a good sign.  Pubbers flocking to the opening bell.  Nice. 
 TGLB is an assuming place:  brick front, green awning, 1950’s style neon sign, 
and a porthole in the otherwise blank door.  Even in bright sunlight, it looked like a dive.  
I liked it right away. 
 In small letters on the front flap of the awning, with four paw prints as 
punctuation, it read “Beer Nirvana.” 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The windows were big rectangles boasting pretty cool hand painted letters and 
such, with curtains and a dark room behind. It should have 
occurred to me as I was standing right in front of them, that I 
had no reflection.  I was a better paint job than I thought.  
There was no glass, just painted bricks!   

The really sad part is that I didn’t notice that until I 
was editing the pix when I got home.  Dang observant there, 
Hops.  Too focused on the brew within, I reckon. 

So, here it was, halfway down page 2, and I’m finally 
getting inside a bar.  It was comfortably dark and woody in 
there.  Ceilings were low, lighting had an orange tint, 
nothing looked new.  60+ beer taps stood ready in several 
banks around the long, J-shaped, plain wood bar.  An 
impressive collection of beer cans filled a floor-to-ceiling, 
plexi-glass-protected wall beside the bar.  Etchings 
decorated the glass dividers between the bar and various dining areas.  They had the 
classic neon clock, the occasional witty sign, and a very cool hand-drawn menu with a 
happy bear on the front. 

The barkeep was not unfriendly, but he had not really warmed to his workday yet.  
There was still some set-up to do, fruit to cut, juices to arrange, servers crap to attend 
to, hangover to shake off, the usual day shift shit.  I knew it well.  I was sometimes slow 
to offer mirth with the menu too. 

I selected the Dogfish Head 60-Minute IPA (7% alcohol), prudently eschewing 
the more potent 90-Minute version (10%).  If this had been the final instead of first stop, 
things woulda been different.  TGLB had dozens of draughts, but didn’t brew any of their 
own, so I just picked a good sounding IPA to get the day rolling. 
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